SHRINKFAST MARKETING RECEIVES EUROPEAN CE MARK APPROVAL
FOR THEIR MODEL 998 HEAT TOOL
Newport, New Hampshire – August 4, 2008 – As the popularity of Shrinkfast heat tools
grows worldwide, the model 998 achieved another milestone by gaining technical
approval with the European CE Mark. The CE mark shows that the model 998 complies
with the appropriate quality and safety standards and is another reflection of the
Shrinkfast dedication to providing their customers with the best heat tools in the industry.
Now with both CE and UL© approval marks, the model 998 further solidifies Shrinkfast
as the technical innovator and leader in the heat tool marketplace. “Having the ability to
utilize the CE Mark further strengthens our international sales strategy,” said Michael
Stenberg, President of Dr. Shrink, Inc., a leading distributor of Shrinkfast heat tools.
“European customers understand and appreciate the significance of the CE certification
and this is just another example of the high level of technical commitment on the part of
Shrinkfast Marketing.”
Technical Features and Benefits:
Overall performance and reliability set the model 998 apart from the competition, with
the following product features ensuring customer safety and efficiency:


Cool Combustor even after extensive use



Safety trigger shuts off the gas when released

 Powerful 212,000 BTUs for quick, economical shrink wrapping
 2’, 4’ and 6’ extensions available for any wrapping requirement
 Lightweight 2.2 lbs-ergonomically designed for large shrink applications
Worldwide Representation:
Shrinkfast heat tools are sold around the world with over 100 full-service distributors.
These distributors offer Shrinkfast heat tools along with the shrink film accessories to
provide customers a complete service when wrapping any application. Shrinkfast heat
tools are currently used in the following industries:


Marina



Construction



Material Containment



Industrial



Packaging & Transportation

 Military
About Shrinkfast Marketing: Shrinkfast Marketing, with its’ world headquarters
located in Newport, New Hampshire, offer the most widely used heat tools in the shrink
wrapping industry. Since 1972, Shrinkfast Marketing heat tools have been used in
numerous commercial and industrial applications such as storage, transportation,
packaging, shipping, weather proofing and containment protection. For more
information, please visit their website at: www.shrinkfast998.com
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